Comments on the White, Caufield, and Tarr Articles

Duane Benton

These three articles are valuable additions to the literature on retention elections. I am honored to comment, understanding I was chosen because I have survived merit selection (both as an applicant and as chair of the commission), a retention election, federal appointment, various roles in partisan elections, and an undergraduate political-science, voter-behavior education.

I. JUDICIAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

In her article, Justice White makes an eloquent plea for judicial performance evaluations. More information is better, so the goal is laudable. She acknowledges that evaluations are meaningful only if they meet three criteria: “critically designed, appropriately administered, and widely disseminated.” Each step is a challenge.

First, as to design, recent scholarship indicates that empirical evaluation of judges is difficult. What Justice White advocates is qualitative evaluation. Most qualitative evaluation uses the ABA criteria, which are bland and generic. Proponents need to be more creative. To rate professionalism and temperament, they should consider asking, “Is the judge more dignified/courteous/patient/controlled/fair-with-unrepresented-people than Judge Judy?” While 57% of Americans cannot name a Supreme Court Justice, Judge Judy – watched by millions daily – is currently the top show in daytime television.
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television, ahead of Oprah Winfrey and Wheel of Fortune.\textsuperscript{6} Comparisons to Judge Judy are not trivial, because one of the most important determinants of public perception of courts is (in poll-speak): “What happens during TV judge programs.”\textsuperscript{7}

As to a judge’s legal ability, proponents should consider asking, “Does the judge have the legal ability of the best lawyers?” Half the public believes that the best lawyers are not selected as judges, one-fourth has no opinion, and only one-fourth agrees that the best lawyers are selected as judges.\textsuperscript{8}

I suspect that “Judge Judy” and “best lawyers” questions would make demeanor and legal knowledge more relevant to the average voter. Proponents can probably think of snappy ways to operationalize the other ABA criteria also.

Second, information gathering for evaluations must be appropriate. Here the concern is the cost of the information, particularly the effect on the process of judging. The best information, according to Justice White and others, comes from anonymous reports, including those from other judges and court personnel. These inquiries can harm the frank and collegial communication required in (at least) appellate courts and, as Professor Caufield notes, may change the behavior of any judge.\textsuperscript{9}

Third, evaluations must reach and be useful to voters. The few states that mail evaluations to each voter – or maintain them on a website – should be applauded. Although Professor Caufield cites optimistic assessments, I find more believable the studies concluding that, even in these few states, voters do not take time to read the evaluations.\textsuperscript{10} Again, more pizzazz in design and presentation would increase the public’s use of evaluations.
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II. RETENTION ELECTIONS

In her article, Professor Caufield defends retention elections as a “workable compromise” that is superior to contestable elections. Professor Tarr counters that they have not accomplished the purposes of depoliticizing judicial selection, reducing fundraising and negative campaigning, and improving voter choice. These two articles generally differ in perspective on the same facts and studies: Professor Caufield says that retention elections do significantly reduce overt partisanship and fundraising or negativity, while Professor Tarr says that retention elections do not significantly affect political influence and fundraising or negativity.

Although Professors Caufield and Tarr differ most on voter choice, they do not represent the extremes. The strongest advocates of retention elections intended that they would be nearly meaningless:

The historical examination has revealed that retention elections were never designed to promote those democratic principles. Rather, they were designed to allow qualified judges to serve long terms with only a modest amount of direct accountability. Indeed, those who developed the concept preferred life tenure, but they acquiesced to political realities and allowed the public an opportunity to remove judges in extreme circumstances. Clearly removal was perceived as the exception, not the rule. Thus, the facts that voters do not turn out in large numbers, and that few judges are removed, are entirely consistent with the tenets of retention elections.

This study has shown that the two principal objectives of retention elections have been met: they provide judges with lengthy terms of


Despite state efforts to disseminate information, many voters are not receiving or making use of the evaluation reports. A study of retention elections in 1996 found that, in Alaska and Colorado, just 58% and approximately 55% of voters, respectively, reported awareness of judicial performance evaluation reports. Exit polls in Arizona and Utah indicated even less awareness of such reports among voters. Further, the study showed that even fewer voters took advantage of information in these reports. While these statistics are from relatively small samples, the implications are discouraging, considering state efforts to disseminate evaluation reports.
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tenure, and they provide the electorate with some measure of control over the judiciary.\textsuperscript{13}

These strong-advocate objectives rest on the premise that the public does not understand what judges do and cannot rationally choose them. Justice White and Professor Caufield invoke this premise often, but most symbolically when they repeat the assertion that most citizens do not grasp that judges simply “interpret laws.” More accurately, citizens are confused because the judiciary’s role is confusing. Judges “enforce laws” when they sentence criminals and help decide who pays for wrongs and breaches; for years judges have justified appropriations by claiming to be the ultimate law enforcers. It is logical and rational that nearly as many citizens say the judiciary’s role is to “enforce laws” as say it is to “interpret laws.”\textsuperscript{14} The tough issue is how judges (and knowledgeable observers) can tell the confusing nuanced story to a public with more pressing needs than to be lectured by conflicting voices. Telling the facts in primary and secondary education is the best hope (as Justice White suggests).

At the other extreme, some professors – mostly of political science – assert that “several propositions traditionally used to criticize partisan elections and to promote nonpartisan systems and the Missouri Plan do not survive scientific scrutiny.”\textsuperscript{15} The critics’ theme is that retention elections inhibit voting by suppressing challengers and party label.\textsuperscript{16} They rely on the findings that a judge’s (former) political party – or the appointer’s party – correlates highly with a judge’s views on many issues\textsuperscript{17} and is the information voters want and are satisfied with.\textsuperscript{18}

These critics of retention elections focus on the voter’s immediate choice, ignoring voters’ collective long-range choice. In many states, the judiciary’s form is set by a popular vote, usually on a constitutional amend-
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Where voter-approved constitutions ban party identification (but highlight incumbency) of judges, the “anti-voter” election results from an earlier election. Students of government should focus on the whole equation: how voters trade off the desire for immediate information (party) with the desire for a fair and impartial judiciary.

III. SUGGESTIONS FOR RESEARCH

A baseline need exists for research on the effects of different types of judicial election. Studies are mixed. According to public-opinion data, the method of election does not significantly affect the public’s perception of political neutrality. As for “the perception that politics gets mixed up in state court decisions more than it should,”

Differences are found, however, by whether or not the voters elect their state supreme court judges. Ironically, when judges have to run for elective office, people are more likely to think their decisions are above politics. Fifty-seven percent of those living in states that elect judges see court decisions too mixed up in politics versus 69% of those in states where judges never have to face the voters. And opinions of those in elective states are relatively uniform – similar numbers of those living in partisan, non-partisan and retention states report that court decisions are too mixed up in politics. A likely explanation for this pattern is that concern with politics and appointed judges stems from the direct influence politicians have in those states on deciding who should be a judge and who should retain their judgeship.19

On the other hand, the most detailed study of “diffuse support” of state courts finds that partisan elections reduce general good will toward the courts, while nonpartisan and retention elections do not significantly differ from appointed systems in their effect on good will.20

The issue may be restated as measuring how much society – the White decision, outreach by judges and courts, special-interest participation (including the bar’s), campaign fundraising and spending, general quality of


judges,\textsuperscript{21} academic and media attitudinalism/legal realism – is forcing a convergence of the systems to elect judges. The public everywhere is taking more interest in, and voting more on, judges – regardless of the system of election.\textsuperscript{22}

After all, big-dollar, high stakes judicial politics is no respecter of systems; it has affected states choosing judges in straight partisan elections (for example, Alabama and Texas), initial partisan elections with retention re-elections (Illinois and Pennsylvania), pure non-partisan elections (for example, Washington and Wisconsin), non-partisan elections with candidates selected by political parties (Michigan and Ohio), gubernatorial appointment with retention election systems (California appellate courts), pure merit selection systems (Tennessee Supreme Court), and even legislative elections (South Carolina).\textsuperscript{23}

Such broad-brush statements (like many of mine) need the refinement of research on the probability of big-dollar, high-stakes campaigns in each type of system.

I also find no research on the beliefs of many judges facing retention.\textsuperscript{24} Judicial ballots are generally very long.\textsuperscript{25} Judges instinctively think that the greater the number of candidates on a retention ballot, the less chance that any one judge will face organized opposition. According to a study of all retention elections over their forty-two-year history, voters almost never differentiate among the judges listed on the ballot,\textsuperscript{26} but the study does not corre-
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late this with the number of judges on each slate. Within the same state, an urban ballot usually has more candidates than a rural ballot; across states, ballot lengths vary greatly. So research is feasible.

Judges often assume that defeat is less likely if there were diverse appointers – typically governors of different parties – of the judges on a retention ballot. In one survey, voters – once told the appointing governor’s name – become less undecided and much more likely to vote “no” than “yes.”27 This survey does not refute the “diverse appointers” hypothesis because, as the authors concede,28 most voters actually do not know the appointer’s name. I would add that diverse appointers may be more effective in deterring organized opposition to a slate than in affecting balloting on the slate. Because governors (and their parties) change in most retention states, analysis is possible.

I find no research on whether courts delay controversial decisions until after the retention election, or use the anonymous “per curiam” designation more frequently as elections approach. One article finds an association between a judge’s vote for the death penalty and the proximity of an election.29 As for judges themselves, 15.4% of those responding to a ten-state survey of 991 judges who had faced retention votes said that “judges avoid controversial cases or rulings before elections.”30 The most frequent response (27.6%) was that “retention elections make judges more sensitive to public opinion.”31 But no article directly analyzes the “delay” or “per curiam” theses. Analysis is feasible by comparing public releases of court decisions, before and after elections, weighted by media coverage and political impact.

In conclusion, the real-world bases for retention elections are clear. The public strongly wants to elect judges and dislikes an appointment-only system but will tolerate a system of initial appointment only if the voters can decide whether a judge remains in office.32 Most judges and the leading bar groups
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oppose normal partisan election of judges but will settle for a nonpartisan, noncompetitive retention election. The “second choice” nature of retention elections ensures comparisons to first choices for years to come.